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Dealing With Crowds

Suggested reading:  Mark 3 : 7; 4 : 1-9

As you step into CMC on any morning, what you see is a large crowd.  Sick people, anxious ones, all speaking
different languages, moving in different directions,  asking you a question, asking for directions, ……………all
this before you have  even signed in for work at 8.a.m.  All 7000 or more of us who make up this crowd every
day, come with  a heavy load of anxiety. We expect kindness, sympathy and compassion.  We expect a gentle
voice and a reassuring touch.  Why do we come with such expectations?  Because this is a hospital which bears
the name of Christ.  Because here, we will find compassion and healing.

Having been a part of this crowd many times, I have often experienced both kindness and rudeness and
wondered how those who work  at CMC   keep their  sanity and  humanity.  How does one be Christ-like when
dealing with such demanding crowds?

My mind wanders to stories of crowds following Jesus. Wherever Jesus went, people followed him. Even when
he tried to get away to a quiet place, the crowds would find him. The disciples who were with Jesus were often
overwhelmed and angry at the crowds and shooed them away.  But Jesus said, ‘Let them be,’ and when they
were hungry, he said, ‘Find food for them.’  When Jesus saw the crowds, he did not get annoyed, or irritated.
He felt deep compassion for them. They were so helpless, poor, sick burdened by Roman rule and their
religious teachers.

Because I’m a writer, I watch people.  I observe the etched lines of worry on faces as they wait outside the
OPD.  I see a distressed parent; a restless spouse.  Being a part of this crowd is never easy. Everyone is
wrapped up in their own fear and pain. We shift nervously in our seats.  Waiting is hard.  A hand reaches out and
pats my arm. I look up and a lady looks into my eyes and smiles - ‘I know how you feel.’ I’m no longer alone
because a stranger sitting next to me has connected with my fear and anxiety.  I imagine that if Jesus were here,
all of us would want him to touch us and smile at us and say, ‘It’s ok, all will be well.’  But Jesus is not here,
only the stranger who cared enough to touch me and make me feel less anxious.  So, I turn to the person sitting
at my left and ask him where he is from and what he is here for. I hear a sad story, but I can see some light in his
eyes. He too no longer feels alone and invisible. The Golden Rule of Life tells us to put ourselves in someone
else’s shoes.  To feel what they feel and to treat them as we would like to be treated.  Jesus felt deep
compassion for the crowds.

Think about this!

How do you react to the crowds of patients you see every day? Do you stop seeing their faces after a while?
Do you relate only to the specific people assigned to you?  However you deal with them, the crowd is part of
your life if you work at CMC. Could you put yourself in any one person’s situation and see someone who really
needs your compassion today?
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